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Introduction & Scope

• Pegasus Universal Aerospace was established in 2012. Pegasus is designing and intends to manufacture the first of 
type Vertical Business Jet (VBJ) in the world, operating in the civil aviation space. On route this journey of creativity, 
the Pegasus Road Jet was birthed. Pegasus Road jet was built as a human studies exercise into the interior form and 
function of the cabin.

• What inspired Dr Reza to start the company and the story behind its name is inspiring! 
• Dr Reza has always wanted to design his own aircraft, based on his personal work travel experiences, a genuine 

passion for the future of aviation solutions that save “time”, coupled with the determination and a clear vision, led to 
the initial concept of the VBJ.  Pegasus has steadily grown a team of specialists over the years contributing towards 
its Engineering, Flight Control Systems, Flight Testing and Conceptual Design.

• What makes Pegasus Universal Aerospace’s VBJ so different and unique?
• It surpasses rotary solution convenience with up to four time more range, four times the speed (true business jet 

speed) better performance and most importantly, enhanced safety features.  One of its most  impressive design 
characteristics - the VBJ can fit onto a helipad, land on unpaved surfaces and on conventional runways. The VBJ can 
also land on yachts with ease and safety. eVTOL crafts can not land on yachts, ships and moving targets as they rely 
on fixed GPS co- ordinates.



Pegasus Company Overview



Pegasus Company Overview

• Pegasus Universal Aerospace is a registered South African company with its head office based in Johannesburg. Legal entities are
also held in Dellaware (USA) and in London (United Kingdom) 

• Our Motivation: We choose to leave a legacy for future generations of humankind. We don’t just develop novel aircraft, we sell 
“time”!

• Vision: “To revolutionise transportation”

• Mission: “The company is founded to advance and transform private passenger travel with the goal of increased mobility, 
performance, safety and convenience.” 

• Strategy: Ensure FAA & EASA certification. Co-operate with international partners with an existing network to manage sales, 
maintenance, infrastructure and a worldwide service footprint. Maintain a culture of continuous improvement and advancement of new 
technologies and innovation.

• Innovate on 3 key areas: 
• 1)Develop a VTOL aircraft with true business jet performance

2) Green Focus: Use of Biomimicry and the latest innovations to create sustainable aircraft and manufacturing      
techniques for the long term goal of our planet.

3) Focus our intention to reduce costs to match the impending technological revolution. These include      
development, Manufacturing (and costs to market) costs.



The Team behind Pegasus
Dr Reza_ Chairman and Founder

• Dr Reza Mia, serial entrepreneur & broad-minded businessman is well known for being diversified in his expertise in 
medical aesthetics, art, science and new generation hybrid propulsion aircraft.

• Having graduated from the University of Witwatersrand with a medical degree at the age of 23, Dr Reza sought to 
enhance his studies by pursuing a MBA from the University of Liverpool, having obtained multiple distinctions. Dr 
Reza was awarded the Dean’s Scholarship for Entrepreneurship from the London School of Business & Finance for 
a MSc Finance & Investment degree, where he majored in investment banking and capital markets, graduating with 
Merit. In 2012 he became a member of MENSA.

• Most notably, Dr Reza completed a dissertation thesis in aerospace OEM analysis. Recently he obtained his 
Advanced Diploma in Aesthetic Medicine from the Centre of Higher Education with a further qualification from 
Harvard Business School online in Negotiation Skills.

• Dr Mia has earned a finalist award from the Technology & Innovation Agency (under the Department of Science & 
Technology) for his VBJ as well as the Minara Chamber of Commerce’s Young Entrepreneur of the Year Award 
2017 together with the Innovation Award from the Congress of Business & Economics. Dr Reza also believes in self 
study and has studies hundreds of books in the topics of business, aviation, engineering and composite materials.



The Team behind Pegasus
Executive Team

Jason Wolverson
Vice President

Nasrin Ebrahim
COO

Zaakir Mia
CFO

Matthew Buttle
Chief Engineer

For more detailed Bios please refer to our website: www.pegasusua.com (Under 
“team”)

http://www.pegasusua.com/


The Team behind Pegasus
Test Pilots _ TFASA

Barry Zaayman
Business Jet Flight 
Test Engineer

James O Connell
Business Jet Senior Test 
Pilot

Nathan Gray
Business Jet Test Pilot

For more detailed Bios please refer to our website: www.pegasusua.com (Under “team”)

http://www.pegasusua.com/


The Team behind Pegasus
Innovative Designer _ Tamir Designs

Tamir Mizrahi

Innovative Designer

For more detailed Bios please refer to our website: www.pegasusua.com
(Under “team”)

http://www.pegasusua.com/


Global collaborations

Callen-Lenz Associates, a fast-growing UK based specialist aerospace and avionics company with a
proven track record in novel aircraft development and control.

TFASA Flight Research are specialists in novel concept test and evaluation, successfully engaging with international 
aerospace authorities and Governments to deliver cost-effective solutions to the international aerospace industry. With 
strong multi-discipline business relations and unique positioning within the commercial and professional global market 
place, TFASA Flight Research are excited to be selected as the trusted, multi-faceted, aerospace flight test partner to 
the ground-breaking Pegasus Universal Aerospace Vertical Business Jet program from concept to certified production

Tamir Mizrahi is a Transportation & Industrial designer, who focuses mainly on interpretation of the modern world
by creating realistic and conceptual design projects. Tamir designs improves and pushes modern technology 
to its highest ends by integrating design into the real world and pushing technology boundaries through design.

Epsilon Engineering Services (Pty) Ltd. is an independent private company situated in Centurion, in South Africa.
The company’s core activities focus on aeronautical engineering, composites technology, electrical
& electronic engineering, mechanical engineering, system engineering.



Pegasus VBJ Flight Concept

• The VBJ is designed specifically around ease 
of access to helipads / heliports and 
conventional runways. 

• This duel application positions the VBJ 
aircraft in a market segment that very few can 
compete with, especially when considering 
the multiple redundancies incorporated from 
the hybrid power source, flight control and 
stability systems. 

• The comfortable interior cabin offering 6 PAX 
+ PIC, an on-board lavatory, galley and 
baggage compartment all support a great 
relaxing experience exuding comfort and 
style. 



Likelihood of Success of the Pegasus VBJ
A risk review by Abbott Aerospace

• An independent review by Abbott Aerospace found 
the Pegasus to be 6th most likely to succeed out of all 
of the top 100 VTOL projects in the World. These 
Include projects sponsored and supported by Boeing, 
Airbus, various governments around the World as 
well as venture Capital companies with Billions of 
Dollars in funding.  

• Most of these are of the air taxi type, therefore , More 
compelling and exciting for us, is that we were ranked 
first in the VTOL airplanes aimed at business jet type 
mission profile.

• For complete report see below link
https://www.abbottaerospace.com/whats-new/aerial-
urban-mobility-project-global-rankings/ 



Likelihood of Success of the Pegasus VBJ
A graphic presentation of risk review by 
Abbott Aerospace

Pegasus is displayed in the “Good survivability” 
quadrant on the Urban mobility Environment Grid

Top 30 Global Projects. Pegasus places 6th

Top 50% Lift & Cruise Projects. Pegasus places 2nd



Analysis & Findings
Flexible Mission Profile

• Conventional turbine combustion engines 
produce intense heat signatures, dangerous 
hot gases and high frequency noise 
abatement challenges. The VBJ produces 
only cool air from the lift and forward thrust 
fans which enhances the appeal of the hybrid 
electric power source application. 

• NASA studies have shown an airliners 
average passenger ‘door-to-door' speed on 
trips undertaken (of less than 1,287 kms), 
equates in real passenger experience time to 
approximately 128 km/hour, decreasing as 
the travelled distance decreases. This 
highlights the inefficiency of time 
management for each passenger travelling 
commercial



Aircraft Specifications

Number of Seats: 7 seater (Six plus one)

Engine Type and horse power: Turboshaft x 2. (2300 shp)

Fuel burn (Kgs per hour): 309
Tank Capacity in Kgs: 2040
Range in Kilometres: 4400 (runway) 2124 (VTOL)
Endurance in hours: 6.6 hrs (runway) 3.18 hrs (VTOL)

Propeller type & operation : Twin double ducted fans and four lift fan units

Fixed or retractable undercarriage: Retractable

Type of construction: Composite

Lead time for ordering: 12 to 18 months from FAA certification

Applications: Business Jet, Rescue, Oil & Gas Platforms, Cargo, Yacht, 
Policing, Grass Landing and Scalability

Speeds in Knots: Cruise = 410 / Stall = 70 / VNE = 430

Size: Length = 15 m / Wingspan = 14.38 m / Height 3.6 m

Weight in kgs: MTOW = 5700KG / Empty = 3040 kg / Useful Load 2660kg



Various applications of the Pegasus VBJ

Mission Platforms

• Business aircraft / VIP
• Medivac
• Policing
• Border Control
• Search and Rescue
• Oil and Gas (IOGP)
• Military application
• Large Scalability (type specific)
• Cargo
• Moving platforms i.e. Yachts
• eVTOL

Capability

• Range
• Endurance
• Altitude
• Speed
• Time
• Hybrid propulsion
• Sophisticated simplicity (FCS)
• Single pilot operation / dual pilot
• Reliability & Safety
• Redundancy (Multiple levels



General Aircraft description

• Four In-wing Ducted Lift Fans
• Thrust Vectoring Louvres Beneath Lift 

Fans
• Two Ducted Thrust Fans
• Pressurised Passenger Cabin and 

Cockpit
• Turbo Shaft Engines Housed in Aft 

Fuselage
• Combined T-Tail and Horizontal 

Stabiliser
• Retractable Tri-cycle landing gear.
• Bizjet Cabin with club class seating, 

small galley and Lavatory
• Length – 15 m / 49.2 ft
• Wing-Span – 14.8 m / 48.6 ft
• Wing Area – 47.0 sq.m / 505.9 sq.ft



Performance

• Weights:
• MTOW - 5,700 kg / 12,566 lbs
• Useful Load - 2,660 kg / 5,864 lbs
• Full Fuel Payload - 620 kg / 1,367 lbs

• Performance (MTOW):
• Stall Speed (flaps extended) - 70 KTAS
• Cruise Speed - 410 KTAS
• Range with 45 min Reserve - 2,129 NM
• Endurance 6.3 hours

*All values are design values only

Take-off and landing data valid for ISA sea level conditions



Detailed Design & prototype development
Lift Fan De-risking

The first step in the comprehensive 
detailed design de-risking exercise is the 
Lift Fan (in wing design) Hover Test along 
with its FCS integration and application. 
The fan indicated here-above has been 
developed by our in-house engineers. 



Lift Fans

• 1.8 meter / 9.5 ft diameter

• Counter rotating pairs per wing

• Variable pitch hub 

• Lower Radial Louvres which include a 
mechanism allowing for the vectoring of the lift 
fan thrust

• Upper and lower louvers close for forward flight 
aerodynamics

• Maximum Power Requirements 762 Hp / 568 
kW

• Maximum thrust is determined as 120 % the 
lifting mass per axis. This is in order to maintain 
manoeuvrability and controllability during the 
VTOL phase



Ducted Fans

• 1.6 meter / 5.2 ft diameter

• Two counter rotating axis

• Variable pitch hub

• Maximum Power 

Requirements 856 hp / 638 

kW 



No perimeter rotor downwash

The absence of a perimeter rotor downwash means the VBJ will not force victims underwater
during sea rescue operations



Pegasus VBJ Efficiency and Range

• These maps compare the real time 
taken to complete specific 'door to door' 
journeys in three city pairs.

• The VBJ outperforms all other forms of 
transport. Helicopters fly at a quarter the 
speed and require fuel stops due to their 
limited range. We've added 30 min for 
each stop. (The $22M Airbus H160 
helicopter statistics have been used 
here).

•
Even the possibility of supersonic 
business travel result in slower journey 
times because one must travel to, from 
and through airports or FBO’s. (This 
adds on average four hours to journey 
times). 

•
The Pegasus VBJ saves “time" like no 
other form of transport available. What is 
your time worth?



Range Map VTOL vs Conventional

California 
6.6 hrs (runway) 3.18 hrs (VTOL)



Range Map VTOL vs Conventional

United Kingdom
6.6 hrs (runway) 3.18 hrs (VTOL)



Design Testing
Composite Moulds _ 1/8th Scale model 



Scaled Hover Model- Phase 1 & Scaled Hover 
Test 2020 – Phase 2



Test Flight of 1/8th scale test bed_ 2016 -
https://youtu.be/XObbCfTwV_g

https://youtu.be/XObbCfTwV_g


Scaled Hover Test 2020 – Phase 3
Lift Fan test with fuselage removed



Scaled Hover Test 2020 – Phase 3

Winged surface with four ducted lift fans – 1,85 m (wing tip to wing tip) 

https://youtu.be/4nxEWnki2H4

https://youtu.be/4nxEWnki2H4


Scaled Hover Test – Final Phase



Scaled Hover Test – Final Phase

Full Aircraft – 1,85 m (wing tip to wing tip) x 1.88 m (nose to tail)

https://youtu.be/uhCHRjRZidc

“This aircraft is absolutely feasible. Well done with the 

overall concept.”

Dr Andrew Taylor from Epsilon Engineering

https://youtu.be/uhCHRjRZidc


Hover-1 

The Full Scale Hover demonstrator is currently 
being constructed in Johannesburg. 



Flight Control System _ Callen Lenz

• FCS is the most important transition technology 
applied to the VBJ

• PUA and Callen-Lenz (UK based) entered into formal 
agreement Q3 2019 to design and implement the FCS 
on the VBJ

• FCS will enhance safety, improve efficiency, ensure 
simplicity and intuitive application of flight controls, 
maximize ease of operations and deliver new levels of 
capability and situational awareness

To deliver this important development phase, Pegasus Universal Aerospace 
has partnered with
Callen-Lenz Associates, a fast-growing UK based specialist aerospace and 
avionics company with a
proven track record in novel aircraft development and control.

In addition, UK Government is supporting this technology development 
initiative, including through
financial incentives. This involvement shows that UK Government embraces 
the opportunity to
position the UK and international partners as the Global market lead for the 
UK-manufactured
common interface in an advanced low workload pilot cockpit.

UK Government also recognises the additional joint manufacturing 
opportunity, providing high
skilled jobs and revenue, by attracting Pegasus Universal Aerospace to base 
its Pegasus Business Jet
manufacturing operation in UK. Discussions are ongoing to maximise the 
potential for development
and manufacture jointly between the UK and South Africa, drawing on the 
existing commonwealth
relationships.



Flight Control System (FCS)

• The stability of the aircraft during VTOL and transition will be undertaken by an on-board

primary flight control computer.

• On-board inertial measurement units as well as conventional speed and position sensors

provide information to be translated into actions in terms of each fans blade pitch, thrust

vectoring component positions, power supply etc. to maintain stability in a feedback loop.

• Inputs from the pilot will be translated by the on-board computer into a combination of

physical actions to achieve the requested movement and maintain stability. “Fly by Wire”.

• Triple redundancy is required in all electronic systems.

• Due to the combined flight modes of a conventional aircraft and a conventional helicopter,

the human machine interface is to be designed to provide instinctual inputs to the system

with the least amount of additional training required to convert from a conventional platform.

• Information to the pilot shall be provided on “a glass cockpit” display which are configurable

for each of the flight phases



Interiors



Feasibility
Independent Design review

• Conducted to verify the information produced in 
the Conceptual Design Phase and to further 
investigate the airframe and its capabilities. 



Hybrid Propulsion 

• Multiple turbo-shaft engines and generators

• Engines can act independently

• Power combination and distribution is all electrical

• Energy storage can support emergency VTOL 
landing in the event of one engine inoperable and 
therefore there is no requirement to install excess 
redundant engine power to be used under this 
condition.



Important achievements to date

Independent Design Review

Conceptual Computational Fluid 
Dynamics Validation 

Lift Fan & Drive Train feasibility studies 
complete

Thrust Fan feasibility studies in progress

Develop 1:1 Scaled VBJ- Hover 
Test

1:8th Scale Model – Proof of Concept 
Complete



Product Maintenance

• Pegasus Universal Aerospace is engaging with several 
leading global product support companies to ensure a 
cost effective, efficient and well structured maintenance 
program that is designed around the VBJ requirements 
with specific attention to service delivery and reduced 
AOG time. 



Facility Requirements

• Design / Engineering Office Requirements – 850 sq/m

• Prototype manufacturing facility (including staff offices and
facilities) – 2,600 sq/m

• Full production (assembly) and MRO / technical facility –
1,500 sq/m



Operation Objectives

• Normal Category Aircraft

• Operation under Instrument Flight Rules

• Single Pilot Operation

• True Vertical Take-off and Landing

• Conventional Take-off and Landing

• Overwater operations

• Interior modifiable for casevac.

• Operation from existing general

aviation, transport and hospital heliports

(when conducting casevac operations) of

adequate rating



Certification Considerations

• First of Type

• FAA Certification by Pegasus Universal Aerospace LLC

• FAR 21.17(b) – Designation of Applicable Regulations for Non-
conventional Aircraft

• Regulations to be designated from FAR 23, FAR 29 and FAR 36

• FAR 21.16 - Special Conditions to be met for powered lift and
transition

• Special considerations for certification include Stability and
Control System

• Hybrid Drive Systems

• Generators and Electric Motors

• Energy storage

• Pilot Human Interface



Development Process



Technical Risk Analysis

• In order to remove as much of the perceived technical risk as possible, the 
5 major sub systems must be investigated and the results of these studies 
integrated to provide a widely accepted, irrefutable conclusion that will 
provide greater details of the estimated time, skill and financial resources 
required to deliver the aircraft to market. 

• The following five areas are being studied:

1. Airframe (underway)
2. Lift Fans (Successfully Completed)
3. Thrust Fans (underway with OEM global leader)
4. Drivetrain (Successfully Completed)
5. Flight Control Systems (FCS), software & automation – Callen Lenz 

(underway)

• Each of these categories will be carried out in collaboration with the global 
experts in their respective fields to take advantage of their experience and 
knowledge in the subject matter, applying it to this novel concept to 
produce a unique offering.  All IP produced is wholly owned by Pegasus 
Universal Aerospace. 

The cost, skill, manpower and time estimates will be 
revised following this de-risking phase and the 
accuracy of these estimates will no doubt, be greatly 
improved. 



Markey Segment Urban

• Urban Mobility

• Max 50-100 nm radius

• Unmanned

• Point to Point (GPS)

• Full electric

• Infrastructure

• Legislation & SOP’s

• Safety challenges

eVTOL



eVTOL Comparison 

• Recent NASA study show most passengers prefer longer “inter-city” trips in the air, versus the inner city eVTOL solution.

• Pegasus services this longer range, higher speeds and more. To be FAA Certified under Part 23 and Part 29.

• Morgan Stanley (Dec 2018) predicts a USD $1.5 Trillion eVTOL market by 2040. 

• Operational criteria not yet fully laid out for Urban eVTOL - still pending, whereas Pegasus adheres to existing established 
operational rules (heliports / helipads / runways). This facilitates faster flight clearances through normal channels versus 

• TBD for eVTOL. 

Specs Air Taxis - eVTOL Pegasus VBJ

Crew 0 1 + 1 (Dual Capability)

Passengers 1 - 4 Pax 6 Pax

Cabin Height n/a 1.652 m

Cabin Width n/a 1.70 m

Engines Electric 2 + Hybrid Electric

Range (Urban) 50-100 nm 2,129 nm (3,943 km) 

Speed 80 – 150 km/h 430 kts (798 km/h)

Price $2M - $12M $15M – $18M



eVTOL Comparison 

• Ability to take off and land vertically

• Heliports & Helipads

• Conventional runways

• Hybrid electric system

• Cool Air Fans

• Military (Harrier / F35 / UAV)

• Civil Aviation – first to market

• No Heat Signature



VTOL Market

This AW609 tilt rotor is the only civilian aircraft currently that will
offer true VTOL capabilities. This AW609 is slower, less
attractive, heavier and less safe than the Pegasus VBJ.

The rotor width on this AW609 makes it unsafe to land on
helipads or on roads in the case of emergency airlifts.

The AW 609 Critical rotor-tips require safety clearances

Specs Leonardo 
AW609

Pegasus VBJ

Crew 2 1 + 1 (Dual Capability)

Passengers 9 Pax 6 Pax

Cabin Height 1.4 m 1.652 m

Cabin Width 1.47 m 1.70 m

Engines 2 2 + Hybrid electric

Range 700 nm (1,296km) 2,129 nm 
(3,943km) 

Speed 275 kts 
(509 km/h)

430 kts 
(798 km/h)

Price $24M $15M – $18M



Pegasus VBJ Ops Costs

*Hourly rates: it’s imperative to keep in mind that helicopters don’t  fly as far per hour. 



Competitive advantage - Helicopters H160

Crew: Two
Passengers: Eight
Cabin Height: 1.4 m
Cabin Width: 1.47 m
Engines: 2
Range: 460 nm     (851.92km)
Speed; 155 kts     (287.06kmph)
Price: $22m

Pegasus Competitive Advantages:
• No vibration in the cabin as  a helicopter would.
• More space, more luxury.
• Less noise (no headphones required)
• Larger cabin allows freedom of movement
• Smoother flight than in a helicopter

• Pegasus has a greater range. Beneficial in the “Golden Hour” in medical evacuations
• Safety from website tab



VBJ’s Competitive advantage – No 
retreating blade stall or vortex ring state 



Due Diligence- Details available on request

• SWOT Market Analysis

• Pestel Analysis

• Porters 5 Forces

• Findings – Target Market 

• Overlap

Light Jets

Business  
Jets

HelicoptersTurboprops

Tilt
Rotors

VBJ



Analysis And Findings
Study Integration (2011-2034)

Various studies cover different time frames and place different values on airplanes, making it difficult to integrate and compare these 
studies. Pegasus has standardized and integrated all these studies to account for such variables to allow for a 20 year industry

forecast.



20 Year Global Fleet Forecast by various 
Aviation Giants

• Boeing Commercial Airplanes has increased its 20-
year forecast for new-aircraft demand, predicting a 
4.7% rise in orders through 2036. In “real numbers,” 
the OEM identifies demand for 41,030 new jets over 
the next two decades, which it projects would be worth 
$6.1 trillion dollars.

• In its most-recent 20-year forecast, Bombardier 
Aerospace expects the delivery of 12,800 20-to-149-
seat commercial aircraft worth over $630b and 24,000 
business jets (in market segments it competes) valued 
at $648b in 2012-2031.

• The longer-range forecast through 2030 projects a 
4% to 5% average annual growth rate of deliveries in 
line with expected worldwide economic recovery. This 
figure is higher than in 2019 due in part to COVID-
related declines in 2020.



Projections

• It is Pegasus’s view the VBJ aircraft will be positioned by the 
global market with the narrow body business aviation sector and as 
such should be priced within those cost parameters, despite 
offering far more from a VTOL perspective. It is also important to 
ensure the Pegasus VBJ needs to be affordable to maximize ROI. 

• With this in mind, we anticipate the VBJ will eventually retail 
between $15M - $18M per aircraft This pricing indicator is well 
supported by industry experts. (Noting this estimate may vary 
subject to market demographics and fluctuations with components, 
manufacturing and assembly). Even at the indicated price point, 
Pegasus will realize an estimated 100% ROI per aircraft produced.

• Considering the Leonardo AW609 is already priced around 
$24M, we believe the Pegasus VBJ will be very well positioned for 
market entry. We anticipate, the VBJ design alone could bring in 
revenues by year 15 of $80 billion and create between 7,000 and 
11,000 job opportunities (direct, indirect & induced).



Financial Summary Table

Light Jet Market value $75.6 billion

Business Jet & Helicopter Market Value $560 billion

eVTOL / Air taxi (anticipated by 2040) $1,5 Trillion

Revenue Forecast Realistic (20yr) $89 billion

Revenue Forecast Optimistic (20yr) $254 billion

NPV (Best case) (20yr) $900 billion

IRR: Weighted Average 143%

Required Capital $420 million

Full Gross profit Realistic (20yr) $79 billion

Full Gross profit Optimistic (20yr) $226 billion

Note: The revenue effect on GDP 
as shown by a multiplier effect (on 
the direct and indirect revenue) of 
2.24, (sector development plan) 
shows a total revenue effect of 
between $ 103.04b & $ 568.96b. 
When the induced effect is taken 
into account, a factor of 3.5 is 
suggested, resulting in a total 
positive effect on GDP of between $ 
161b & $ 889b.



Sources of Funding

The project will not be reliant on government or new 
share issue funding in perpetuity. Potential sources of 
finance which will benefit all shareholders and increase 
the ROI include:

• DST: Pegasus has been in contact with the DST. We 
have been making use of the R&D 150% tax rebate 
incentive which has already been granted over the last 
3 years now.

• DTI & Treasury: Pegasus is currently engaging with 
the Department of Trade & Industry and the National 
Treasury as part of the Joint Aerospace Steering 
Committee.

• 5-7 year, zero coupon bond issue. (Primary.) Pubic 
Share offers have been issued  from approved 
Prospectus by the CIPC over 2018 and 2019 where 
successful share sales were held. Intention is held to 
have a third series of shares sold over 2021 with a 
target of 30 million ZAR to be raised for the next 
milestone of the project to be accomplished. (ie. 
Unmanned full scale hover model) 

• Aircraft sales: Following the completion of the Tethered Hover Test, 
the company will begin to take deposits for aircraft to be delivered 
post FAA Certification.

• IDC: The IDC has shown an interest in providing funding related to the 
industrialization phase of the project once we are ready.

• Income from maintenance & finance operations.

• TIA: The technology and innovation agency provides conditional 
grants to projects with a proof of concept to allow for applied research, 
market development and technology development including 
prototyping as of TRL 4. (Application has been submitted Feb 2021 
and turnaround times are 6-9 months from date of application)

• VC / Angel Investors / Innovation Funds – Pegasus is already in the 
advanced stages of engagement with most of the largest worldwide 
role players globally to capital raise $500M for the development and 
delivery of the VBJ for FAA Certification.



Sources of Funding

To deliver this important development phase, Pegasus Universal Aerospace has partnered with
Callen-Lenz Associates, a fast-growing UK based specialist aerospace and avionics company with a

proven track record in novel aircraft development and control.

In addition, UK Government is supporting this technology development initiative, including through
financial incentives. This involvement shows that UK Government embraces the opportunity to
position the UK and international partners as the Global market lead for the UK-manufactured

common interface in an advanced low workload pilot cockpit.

UK Government also recognises the additional joint manufacturing opportunity, providing high
skilled jobs and revenue, by attracting Pegasus Universal Aerospace to base its Pegasus Business Jet

manufacturing operation in UK. Discussions are ongoing to maximise the potential for development
and manufacture jointly between the UK and South Africa, drawing on the existing commonwealth

relationships.



Financial Projections NPV

NPV under numerous scenarios are positive
and the highest possible NPV is indicated in green



Global Helicopter Forecasts

All OEMs C&P helicopter business 
A global business volume of 370 Bn€

20 year global turbine helicopter business volume (2017 – 2036): 



PUBLIC USE 2019

Over the next 20 years, the C&P market will represent nearly 22,000 units 
Representing 125 Bn€

We expect ~22,000 new helicopters in all market segments by 2036

Global Helicopter Forecasts

The market can afford the airplane



Company Valuation - Shares & Securities 
being offered

• Utilisation and flow of funds 

1

Share 
Customer

PegasusUA 
Ltd

Pegasus 
Universal 

Aerospace 
(Pty)Ltd

2

34

Share purchase
Loan to development company at 15% over 2018 share sale 
And 14% over 2019 share sale per annum. Our 2021 share sale 
Accrues a 12% interest rate per annum over 7 years

Repayment of loan from salesShare repurchase at price calculated 15% over 2018 share 
sale sad 14% over 2019 share sale per annum appreciation.
Our 2021 share sale 
Accrues a 12% interest rate per annum over 7 years



Shares and Securities & Exit Options

The company foresees many exit opportunities at various points during 
the life of the project for each of the various stakeholders should they 
wish to liquidate their equity for whatever reason.  Some of these are 
listed below:

• Outright sale of the company in totality. 
• Share sales to new parties.
• Share sales to other existing shareholders.
• IPO (Listing). 
• Compensated Nationalization.
• Merger with another international manufacturer. 
• Listing by reversing into existing public company.
• Expansion and diversification via vertical and horizontal integration. 

Each of these methods will provide significant value to each of the 
stakeholders. However, the current shareholders intention is to grow the 
company consistently to ensure its absolute success. 



Intellectual Property - Patents

• RSA – approved & patent granted (2018) Official documentation received

• EU – approved & patent granted (April 2020) Validations underway per 

region 

• USA – approved & patent granted (July 2020)



Sustainability & Going Green

Going Green & Sustainability is high up on the priority list for Pegasus.

Improving aircraft efficiency, reducing noise pollution, using sustainable aviation fuels and exploring electric and 
hybrid engine options are key focuses to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions.

Further endeavours to remain green and sustainable will be rolled out within our manufacture and commercial 
processes.

Planning to align our Green values to guidelines from CORSIA (Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for 
International Aviation)



Contact Details

PEGASUS UNIVERSAL 
AEROSPACE
ST JAMES, 52 CENTRAL 
STREET
HOUGHTON ESTATE, 
JOHANNESBURG
SOUTH AFRICA

PEGASUS _ UA

PEGASUS UNIVERSAL 
AEROSPACE

INFO@PEGASUSUA.COM

Tel: +27 (0)11 483 0881

WWW.PEGASUSUA.COM

mailto:info@Pegasusua.com


Disclaimer

• THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS, FORECASTS AND INFORMATION RELATING TO, AMONG 
OTHER THINGS, THE COMPANY, ITS BUSINESS PLAN AND STRATEGY, AND ITS INDUSTRY.

• THESE FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS ARE BASED ON THE OPINIONS, BELIEFS OF, ASSUMPTIONS MADE BY, AND 
INFORMATION CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO, THE COMPANY'S MANAGEMENT. WHEN USED IN THIS PRESENTATION, THESE 

STATEMENTS REFLECT MANAGEMENT'S CURRENT VIEWS WITH RESPECT TO FUTURE EVENTS AND ARE SUBJECT TO RISKS 
AND UNCERTAINTIES THAT COULD CAUSE THE COMPANY'S ACTUAL RESULTS TO DIFFER MATERIALLY FROM THOSE 

CONTAINED IN THE FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS. INVESTORS ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO PLACE UNDUE RELIANCE ON 
THESE STATEMENTS, WHICH SPEAK ONLY AS OF THE DATE ON WHICH THEY ARE MADE. THE COMPANY DOES NOT 

UNDERTAKE ANY OBLIGATION TO REVISE OR UPDATE THESE STATEMENTS TO REFLECT EVENTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES 
AFTER SUCH DATE OR TO REFLECT THE OCCURRENCE OF UNANTICIPATED EVENTS. THESE FORECASTS ARE PRODUCED 

WITH THE BEST INTENTIONS, TO THE BEST OF THE COMPANY’S ABILITIES AND ARE COMPILED USING INDEPENDENT AND IN-
HOUSE MARKET RESEARCH, DATA AND FORECASTS INCLUDING THOSE PRODUCED BY THE FAA AND GAMA.  DIRECTORS, 

COMPANY OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES ARE INDEMNIFIED AGAINST ANY LOSSES INCURRED BY THEM, THE COMPANY 
AND/OR ITS SHAREHOLDERS. BY PURCHASING SHARES OR OTHERWISE INVESTING IN THE COMPANY, BUYERS/INVESTORS 
ACCEPT THE RISK INHERENT IN A COMPANY THAT IS STILL DESIGNING AN AEROSPACE PRODUCT WITH THE INTENTION TO 

CERTIFY, MANUFACTURE AND SELL THE AIRPLANES. SUCH RISKS INCLUDE THOSE OUTLINED IN THE  PROSPECTUS BUT 
THERE MAY BE UNKNOWN RISKS AND REGARDLESS OF THE STEPS TAKEN TO MITIGATE OR REDUCE THE RISK, THERE 

REMAINS A RISK THAT INVESTORS COULD POTENTIALLY LOSE THEIR INVESTED FUNDS. INVESTORS SHOULD NOT INVEST 
FUNDS THAT THEY CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE NOR SHOULD THEY INVEST BORROWED FUNDS WHICH REQUIRE SERVICING 
OF THE DEBT THAT THEY CANNOT AFFORD. INVESTORS MUST ACCEPT THAT THEY MAY POTENTIALLY ONLY SEE RETURN 
OF OR ON THEIR CAPITAL AFTER THE COMPANY EARNS REVENUES (SHOULD NO SENIOR INVESTOR PURCHASE SHARES 

BACK BEFORE THEN) AND THAT THIS MAY TAKE UP TO FIFTEEN YEARS FOR FULL SHARE REPURCHASE).
• ERRORS & OMMISSIONS EXCLUDED. 

• ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BY PEGASUSUA LTD AND PEGASUS UNIVERSAL AEROSPACE (PTY) LTD. 
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